
Integrated Transport Plan -  Frequently Asked Questions 

Q1. What is the relationship between the Strategy and the Plan? 

A1. The Strategy (Integrated Transport Strategy - ITS) is the high level aspirational document that 

sets out what needs to be focussed on for us to progress towards achieving the desired state of our 

transport network. The Plan (Integrated Transport Plan - ITP) is the collection of projects and 

activities that will achieve that progress. Here’s a link to a summary of the key steps that we need to 

follow for NZTA’s programme business case process – it sets out the process quite well. 

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/Highways-Information-Portal/Processes/Business-case-

phases/Programme-business-case/NZTA-PBC-BestPracticeVisualGuide.pdf The ITS is the summarised 

public version of the strategic case “evidence collection and analysis interpretation” section.  The ITP 

is the rest, or the ‘programme business case’ in NZTA language.  The workshop we’ve just held is 

stakeholder engagement workshop 1, in the “alternatives and options development and evaluation” 

section.  We will use a multi-criteria evaluation process to evaluate and package each option and 

then come back with a recommended prioritisation in the February workshop (stakeholder 

engagement workshop 2). 

Q2. How does the long list get processed to become the specific project list for the RLTP and Plan? 

A2. There will be only one long list comprising projects and activities in the draft plus all further 

items discovered through the workshop and online survey.  We will group the projects into the 

Action Plan areas and prioritise within each group so that there is a prioritised list of safety projects, 

cycle projects etc.  We will use the investment objectives measured using the Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) from the ITS for this prioritisation.  We will test a number of programmes with 

varying funding allocations (e.g. High safety investment etc.) and recommend something that 

delivers best against the outcomes we are seeking. 

Q3. How are we going to ensure that the projects identified for the RLTP are fair and equitable 

between wards? 

A3. The prioritised programme of projects and activities will be developed by stakeholders 

representing the views of the district wide community. The Transport Strategy and Plan transcends 

ward boundaries to deliver an improved transport network for the whole district. This was the 

essence of the Council resolutions. Priority will be set by how well each project delivers against the 

investment objectives we have included in the ITS.  We will review the final recommendation and 

may want to put a ‘location-based overlay” if the priorities are too skewed towards a particular 

location. 

Q4. How are we going to prioritise the competing projects? 

A4. We will present the performance of each project against the 6 weighted investment objectives, 4 

wellbeings, and funding subsidy probability at a workshop with stakeholders.  Stakeholders and 

elected members will then have the opportunity to challenge the results. (We want to retain control 

over the initial scores, which we will do based on real, rather than anecdotal, evidence). 

Q5. What will the eventual Plan look like? 

A5. The Plan will explain its genesis  and development and will present the preferred programme in a 

list format showing the projects or activities under their relevant categories, the investment 

objectives they satisfy, their costs, their funding sources, their implementation timescales. 


